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Fukushima 10th anniversary remembered
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NFLA media
releases,
March 2021:
(On NFLA website)
• NFLA supports a
letter to NatWest
group on nuclear
divestment
• NFLA submits
views on HPR1000
• NFLA shares
concerns over
impact to fish at
Hinkley Point C
• UK Defence Review
sets back multilateral nuclear disarmament
• NFLA join with
groups for 10th
Fukushima anniversary
• NFLA welcomes
Invercylde divestment resolution
• Port of Workington
and EA application
• Concern over
further Dalgety Bay
remediation delay
NFLA submits
views on Bradwell
GDA & Portishead
application
The NFLA has submitted its views to
the Environment Agency on its GDA for
the Bradwell B reactor.
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UK Defence Review increases cap on Trident warheads
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NFLA Scotland holds AGM and re-elects representatives
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NFLA / joint
letters to the
media/ others,
March 2021
(emailed to NFLA
members)
• Joint letter to
Natwest Group /
Herald on its
nuclear weapon
investments
•

Letter to Scottish
Government on
Hunterston B,
SEPA cyberattack, Dalgety
Bay and nuclear
fusion
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Disarmament Parliamentary handbook launched
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NFLA SUPPORTS
JOINT LETTER TO
NATWEST GROUP
ON NUCLEAR
WEAPONS
Over 40 groups, including the NFLA, supported a joint letter to
the NatWest group
over its investments
and support for nucleear weapon companies. An op-ed by
ICAN’s Beatrice Fihn
and Medact Michael
Orgel was also published. A NFLA media
release about it is on
our website.
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Forthcoming dates or meetings of interest to NFLA members
NFLA Welsh Forum
webinar, 9th April
NFLA All Ireland
Sustainable Energy
Forum webinar, 16th
April

NFLA Scotland
business meeting
and webinar, 27th
May (tbc)
NFLA Steering
Committee web
meeting, 4th June

Other meetings to be
scheduled following
local and Scottish /
Welsh Parliamentary
elections

